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Editorial on the Research Topic

Trends toward naturalistic, field assays with free-ranging animals as
contemporary alternatives to laboratory models
“If the system is more than the sum of its parts, ultimate understanding requires

observation of the intact, functional whole” (Eberhardt and Thomas, 1991).
Field and laboratory research provide two fundamentally different, but potentially

complimentary, paradigms for addressing experimental hypotheses. As early as the 17th

century, the backbone of science, medicine and pharmacology has been constructed from

highly-controlled laboratory studies. During the early stages of animal research,

laboratories were necessary for breeding, husbandry, and experimentation on animals

that were genetically-uniform (Gluck et al., 2002). The advantages included the provision of

standardized contexts and conditions that could be repeated by other researchers using

many animals of the same strains. Field research on the other hand, became widespread by

the 19th century (Brinitzer and Benson, 2022), often required travel from campus to the

natural environment sometimes in hard-to-reach locations, and provided a foundation for

our understanding of animal ecological studies, conservation, animal welfare and wildlife

management. Field studies were criticized because they provided less control over

experimental designs, and by necessity, had fewer animal replicates (Eberhardt and

Thomas, 1991). Yet, field studies provide some of the important contexts such as

weather, shelter and conspecifics that were intentionally-removed from standardized
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tests (Figure 1). Both paradigms have merits and neither is perfect

on its own. Indeed, for over a century, researchers have attempted to

bridge the gap by bringing wild animals into the laboratory, or by

providing more realistic settings in the laboratory (Fendt et al.,

2020; Stryjek et al., 2021).

The majority of behavioral, medical and physiological research

are conducted strictly in the laboratory. Therefore, we should not be

surprised to learn that that, for over 50 years, researchers have been

calling more naturalistic assays to support, compliment, or in some

cases, replace laboratory assays (Wolff, 2003; Richter et al., 2009).

The purpose of this special topic was to bring together researchers

from a range of disciplines to present field assays that have replaced

or supplemented tests that have been restricted to the laboratory.

While such studies are not overly-common, we expected these

willing researchers to discuss the strengths and weaknesses of

their assays and emphasize how the natural context has

strengthened confidence in their findings.

Therefore, in preparing this Research Topic, we brought

together researchers from a range of countries including Poland,

United States, Germany, Japan, Czechoslovakia, United Kingdom,

Austria, and Indonesia, studying such diverse fauna as rhesus

macaques (Macus mulatta), European catfish (Siuluris glanus),

yellow necked mice (Apodemus flavicollis), striped field mice

(Apodemus agrarius), Tanimbar corelllas (Cacatua goffiniana) and

prairie voles (Microtus ochrogaster).

A number of critical themes emerge from this collection of

diverse fauna, principally that researchers have gathered naturalistic

data that would supplement similar findings in the laboratory. For

instance, while studying the diel cycles of pigmented and albino
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European catfish (Siluris glanus), Valchárǒvá et al. found that the

availability of natural shelter influenced the rhythmicity of

locomotor activity and thus, changes in aggression in both types,

while light-induced stress was more apparent in albinos than

pigmented catfish. Overall, this paper showed that laboratory

experiments may have significant drawbacks when carried out on

albino phenotypes, because these have exaggerated stress responses

and altered reactions that are not seen in natural phenotypes. These

findings underline the need for assessing pigmentation patterns

occurring naturally in the wild to yield more accurate and

ecologically-valid results, and the need to shift toward field assays

with free-ranging animals to get as close as possible to the natural

environment and behaviors of individuals.

Similarly, Cooper et al. tested urinary compounds as

biomarkers of age-related changes in free-ranging rhesus

macaques (Macaca mulatta). Typically, immunological assays

have been restricted to the laboratory, yet again we have a case

where a physiological test performed in the wild could provide

highly complementary data to tests obtained withing laboratory

conditions. In the wild, age-related changes in macaques were more

pronounced under natural conditions than in laboratory

bred animals.

Another critical and emergent theme was related by Parsons

et al. who deployed laboratory-style chambers into the field to assay

free-ranging rodents’ response to predator and control scents. Two

species of wild mice (Apodemus flavivollis and Apodemus agrarius)

were exposed to scents that often evoke fear or inspection.

Unbeknownst to the researchers, the animals likely recognized the

chamber was a shelter, and thus they were safe from predators.
FIGURE 1

Representative image suggesting a palatable food it being offered to attract prey into a surveillance system where they are assessed for their
behavior in response to natural risk cues in an active predator zone.
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Instead of responding with fear, both species of wild mice,

interacted with the scents—ostensibly to gauge the level of risk

instead of demonstrating fear. Similarly, O’Hara et al. produced a

naturalist assay to study wild Tanimbar corelllas (Cacatua

goffiniana) by attracting them as ‘volunteers’ into their assay.

They motivated them to participate by providing dry corn, which

permitted the birds’ impressive cognitive abilities to be studied in

nature. Lastly, Sailer et al. used semi-natural outdoor enclosures to

explore complex behaviors in a more ecologically-valid setting, and

hence further emphasized the utility of field-based studies to

supplement traditional laboratory models. Specifically, this paper

investigated how hippocampal damage influenced mating behaviors

and spatial usage in prairie voles. The researchers discovered that,

through making lesions in the dorsal CA1 region of the

hippocampus, non-monogamous males—typically displaying

more exploratory behavior and having more extensive home

ranges—showed reduced spatial activity, as compared to

monogamous males.

A final trend that was implied in several papers in our topic, but

not explicitly stated within those papers, was that naturalistic assays

such as these bring together wild organisms that ‘volunteer’ to be

studied. Animals in the wild are hungry, and the provision of food

and/or shelter is akin to paying subjects for their work. Human

attitudes towards animal welfare continue to ‘evolve’, thus, creating

ways to study unrestrained animals in nature may be valued more.

Indeed, scales are already being developed to allow animals to

indicate their own choices and degree of discomfort within natural

and restricted assays (Pfefferle, 2024). Thus alternatives to

laboratory studies may be appreciated by researchers and society

alike (Parsons et al., 2023). Together, these studies in this Research
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 03
Topic have revealed a few of the many benefits of using a mixed-

approach paradigm involving the complementary use of field and

laboratory studies.
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